
Howard Waldrop Appreciation 

by Pat Cadigan 

Ambassador Tuttle leaned toward Senator Cadigan. “My family 

doesn’t like to admit it,” she said in elegant, cut-glass tones, “but 

they all came to Blighty two hundred years ago from the area of deepest, 

darkest America that is now Texas. While they were all still Yanks, 

one of them became a writer of some import, name of Grey.” 

“Aw, hell,” said Cadigan, with the tinge of Brooklyn that crept 

into her voice whenever she was excited, as she was tonight. “All my 

people’ve been living on Flatbush since they jumped off the boat at 

Ellis Island with barely more than the clothes on their backs. Imported, 

maybe, but no writers. Still, good guys, all a them.” 

“Indeed,” said Tuttle. “You know, I fancied being a writer myself 

once. Filled up several dozen copy-books with crazy adventure stories 

about rocket ships and ghosts and fantastic things that could never 

happen. Then the night before my GCSEs, my mother took me aside and 

said, ‘Lisa, my girl, writers do not get paid the last workday of each 

and every month.’ The next day, I passed my exams with absolute top 

marks.” 

Cadigan nodded politely; her eyes were on the stage. There was 

really only one reason she had come to this appreciation dinner, and 

it wasn’t to sit with ambassadors (although Tuttle was good company, 

better than most), or other senators like Martin, Saunders, Dozois, 

Shiner, or even the President (though all of them, including Hillary, 

were also better than most Cadigan had known).  

As if on cue, the lights in the banquet hall went down and the band 

hit up something that started out nondescript, almost generic blues. 



Then the music changed as a pure, sweet clarinet began to play above 

all the other instruments and Howard Waldrop walked onstage from the 

wings, opening the show with his theme song, “Flying Saucer Rock and 

Roll.” 

# 

...which is where I woke up. 

It’s just as well. No one, and I mean no-freakin’-body does Howard Waldrop better than 

the original, and certainly not my non-embodied subconscious. As Ellen Datlow, Editor 

Supreme, used to tell people who submitted alternate history stories to her, “If I want a 

Howard Waldrop story, I’ll ask him for it.” 

Am I saying Howard Waldrop owns alternate history? Well, yeah, I am, and he does. 

I know what you’re thinking: But Pat, you’ve written alternate history stories yourself 

(and if you’re not thinking that because you don’t know, I’m wounded more than I can say). 

Yes, I have and so have many other writers—good writers, too. I’m not privy to their creative 

process so I can’t tell you their thoughts. Speaking strictly for myself, however, I knew I was 

on Howard Waldrop’s turf, and as a result, I worked a lot harder to imagine a truly alternate 

world and envision it in its entirety, rather than just mentioning a few easily-differing details. 

This is why Howard Waldrop’s work is so damned compelling. Every story is a gem 

plucked from Someplace Else. You only get to see—and hear, and touch, and taste, and 

even smell—the part that appears in the story but you can sense the rest of that other, ful-

ly-realised place lying just out of reach. 

Pro-tip: if it happens to be Howard’s, it never goes away. 

This is the hallmark (if you’ll pardon the expression) of the best stories of any 

kind—mainstream, sf, fantasy, horror, slipstream, new weird, old weird, hifalutin literature, 

whatever. Only the very best writers are capable of delivering it. In my judgment, this makes 

Howard Waldrop one of the Top Ten Most Successful Writers of the last hundred years. Of 

course, my idea of a successful writer has to do with quality, not with public recognition 



and/or money earned. Some have the former or the latter; some are lucky enough to have 

both. I wish Howard were one of the latter. 

And not just because that might make my old back issues of Shayol worth a fortune. 

# 

Back in the olden days of yore, when dinosaurs roamed the web, before the discovery 

of flame, there was no desktop publishing. Nonetheless, my then-partner Arnie Fenner had 

a vision of publishing a magazine that would rival the slicks in appearance as well as con-

tent. Arnie and I edited together but Arnie also did all the heavy lifting with production, which 

was no mean feat considering the pages had to be pasted up by hand—and that’s columns 

of text. These days, even the simplest word processor can format print-ready text, which can 

be arranged into a layout without printing out hardcopy first, so it’s hard to convey how much 

time and effort (and expense) went into Shayol.  

What made it worth all the trouble and expense were the stories we had the privilege to 

publish, in particular those by Howard Waldrop. “The Adventure of the Grinder’s Whistle” 

and “Dr. Hudson’s Secret Gorilla”, “All About Strange Monsters of the Recent Past” and 

“Horror, We Got”, “Green Brother” and “...The World As We Know’t” and “What Makes Hi-

eronymous Run?”—out of seven issues, only one appeared without a Waldrop story (alt-

hough “The Adventure of the Grinder’s Whistle” appeared in Chacal, which was Shayol’s 

previous incarnation). 

Even after Howard was selling to Omni and Playboy, we could still get a story from him. 

And it would be a brilliant story, as good as those in the slicks. This probably contributed to 

the urban myth that Howard preferred to sell to the lowest-paying market. 

# 

I met Howard at the 1976 worldcon in Kansas City. Actually, I was dying to meet him. In 

the months before the worldcon, I was working for the late Tom Reamy, and I had typeset 

“Save a Place in the Lifeboat for Me” and “Moamrath in Hollywood: Cthu’lablanca and Other 

Lost Screenplays” for Tom’s magazine Nickelodeon and the MidAmeriCon Program Book 



respectively, and I wanted to see this guy running around loose in a worldcon. As it turned 

out, there was no chance to get acquainted at the time but it wasn’t long before I got to know 

both Howard and his work. 

If I had a lot more time (and were a lot less lazy), I would now explain in detail just how 

marvellous Howard’s writing is, with quotes and citations and footnotes, and tell you why he 

should be part of the pantheon of modern (not to mention postmodern) classics that anyone 

calling themselves literate should read, re-read, and commit to memory. 

But it’s not just that I’m lazy—I’m not a critic or a pundit. Hell, I’m not even a reviewer, 

I’m just another writer. And here is what I can tell you about Howard Waldrop’s work from 

that perspective: I’ve been reading it all my professional life with admiration and delight. 

There’s not enough writing out there that expands the mind and entertains with gusto, and 

isn’t afflicted with The-Same-Old-Story-itis. 

That’s one of the best things about Howard Waldrop’s work—there’s nothing formulaic 

about it. Howard never stops trying to do something new and different, and no two stories 

are the same. Yes, he owns alternate history but no two of those stories are the same, ei-

ther. Plus, he can write science fiction or fantasy or horror stories, or combinations of any 

two, or all of the above at once, in first person, third person, or even no person/God mode. 

Versatile? The man is a literary Olympic athlete who can medal in any event.  

And he always does his homework. Every so often, I get a glimpse of the length and 

breadth of what Howard knows—about history, of course, but also about science and civi-

lisation and the human condition in general—and I wonder if I’ll ever know that much or be 

that insightful. Or that wonderfully hilarious. Or hell, just that good.  

Probably not—but Howard inspires me to keep trying. 

# 

As I understand it, Loscon is going to follow the old ArmadilloCon template—i.e., to cap 

off the weekend, Howard will read a story that he has finished over the weekend. 

How I envy all of you! Howard’s reading was always the highlight of ArmadilloCon, the 



one thing all the attendees looked forward to. For one thing, it was the debut of a new 

Howard Waldrop story and for another, Howard is one of the most entertaining readers on 

the face of the earth. Like everyone else, I always came away from Howard’s reading feeling 

restored and re-inspired, with the sense that all was well with the world. 

Okay, not the whole world. But in our little corner of it, any time we have a new Howard 

Waldrop story, things are definitely looking up! 

# 

...At home, later, in Georgetown, Senator Cadigan was lying in bed 

beside her husband Chris, who was asleep. Cadigan got up and went to 

the kitchen, poured herself a Bailey’s, and stood leaning against the 

countertop. It was a cold night.  

She went into the den, turned the power on the stereo, took down 

four or five of her Waldrop records, looked through them. She put on 

Howard Who?, a four-record set made for RCA in 1947, toward the end 

of the last war. 

Howard was playing “Man-Mountain Gentian,” a song Ellen Datlow had 

made famous some years before. She wasn't on this record, though. This 

was all Howard. 

Cadigan got the bottle from the kitchen, sat back down, poured 

herself another drink. Tomorrow was more hearings. And the day after. 

Someday, she thought, someday, Pat Cadigan will be President of the 

United States. Serves them right.  

Howard was playing “The Ugly Chickens," followed by “Dr. Hudson’s 

Secret Gorilla.” And then “Mary Margaret Road-Grader.”  

I didn't even get to shake his hand, thought Cadigan.  

I'd give it all away to be like him, she thought.  

She went to sleep sitting up. 



# 

P.S. Still love ya, Howard, and I always will. Just in case you couldn’t tell. 

END 
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